### China-South Asia (Expo) (Nanjing) Success

By CHEN ZHENKAI

From November 2 to November 5, the China-South Asia (Expo)-Nanjing was successfully held in the Nanjing-capital of Kuhulands. This is the first time the event has been held in Nanjing. It is also the first time that Yunnan Province has taken part in the Nanjing event.

The expo covered an area of 3,000 square meters, and had 100 booths, which represent 100 Chinese and foreign enterprises. It received an enthusiastic response from representatives from Nepal and other South Asian countries. Many foreign exhibitors found made useful contacts and reached cooperative agreements during the four-day event. The expo also attracted local television stations, newspapers, and other mainstream media in Nepal.

The theme of the event is "Belt and Road and South Asia." This expo also aims to promote the development of the Belt and Road Initiative in South Asia and to further promote the Belt and Road Initiative in other Southeast Asian countries.

### News in Brief

#### Sports

By PI MEIHE

Liu Shude worked as a teacher, a painter, and a business man. He can also play several musical instruments and is a good singer. Today he is engaged in guqin making, which is a very old occupation. A guqin is a censer of wood. He passes down the craft and beauty of the guqin to future generations. Liu has made guqin for an incredible 40 years. He always makes the guqin by himself. "I have made many of them, you'll see it." He takes on as a career art, the music, and the hard work. We cannot see the Guqin's beauty at first glance. Liu Shude always works the wood in the first stage and then makes the guqin. "If I do not work with, he will break, and the wood will be used to make a good guqin.

Liu Shude believes that a good guqin is more than a career, it should have an art or music, and could make the objects and the guqin together in perfect harmony. "If we do not make, the guqin will not be a good one.

---

### China to make greater contributions to the new world era

As pointed out by President Xi Jing-ping in his report to the 19th CPC National Congress, the era of socialism with Chinese characteristics has entered a new era, and the Chinese nation, which has stood up and become rich, strong, and powerful, has made great contributions to mankind and to the world.

The report to the 19th CPC National Congress emphasized that the CPC is a political party taking happiness for all people while struggling to promote the overall progress of mankind. Vander is also the key role played by the CPC in the new era.

We admire the CPC's anti-corruption campaign, including China, the United States, the United Kingdom, and Japan. The China's efforts have been acknowledged, and the country has started to combat corruption.

The CPC's anti-corruption campaign has also reflected in its anti-corruption campaign, improving the country's development, and attracting foreign investment.

China's anti-corruption campaign has also set a new example for the world.

### New era, new ideas

By ZHU HAI

From November 17 to 19, 2017, the China International Travel Mart (CITM) was held in Nanjing during the Belt and Road Forum. As the largest professional travel expo and a leading promotional event of the global tourism industry since its founding in 1999, the CITM has been held in a variety of cities, including Nanjing, Shanghai, and Kunming.

This year's CITM will create an exhibition area of 70,000 square meters, and the venue includes a dedicated space for tourism, engineering, and media. The fair will promote the development of new tourism products and markets, and the CITM will work to establish the official travel agency.

### Art and SE Asia tea cultivation training underway

By XIE JIN

According to the Yunnan Provincial Institute of Science and Technology Development, the Yunnan Tea Culture and Training program is underway in Kunming.

As the world's major tea-producing region, South and Southeast Asia has a long history of tea cultivation. The region's tea production areas include India, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, Nepal, Malaysia, Thailand, Laos, and Myanmar. Most of the training involved in the new program are from these areas.

The training aims at providing local and regional information about the management of the tea industries of the involved countries.

More than 40 writers and guests from Yunnan Province gathered at a seminar held during the CITM 2017, including foreign guests, the Lancang-Mekong Tourism Cooperation Forum, sponsored by the China Writers Association, the Shangri-La Night, and a professional buyers and sellers tourism city development seminar, and a wealth of results were achieved.

More than 40 writers and guests from Yunnan Province gathered at a seminar held during the CITM 2017, including foreign guests, the Lancang-Mekong Tourism Cooperation Forum, sponsored by the China Writers Association, the Shangri-La Night, and a professional buyers and sellers tourism city development seminar, and a wealth of results were achieved.

### Modern guqin making starts with the selection of good materials.

Guqin making starts with the selection of good materials. To find proper materials, Liu Shude sometimes goes into the mountains at 4:000 to 5000 meters above sea level. Sometimes he goes to other provinces. Liu Shude always works the wood in the first stage and then makes the guqin. "If I do not work with, the wood will break, and the wood will be used to make a good guqin."

Liu Shude believes that a good guqin is more than a career, it should have music, and make the objects and the guqin together in perfect harmony. "If we do not make, the guqin will not be a good one."

---

### China-South Asia literary symposium held

By LUI SEJAN

The First China-South Asia Literature Forum, sponsored by the China Writers Association, kicked off in Chanthaboon, Sihanoukville the other day. Writers from China, Tibet Autonomous Region, and many other countries of Asia, Africa, and the United Kingdom came to participate in the forum. The forum was called "Belt and Road – A New Silk Road of Literature", which is interpreted by many foreign media as "Asia's new Silk Road". The forum will be held in all the future (2017)\* World literature will develop an official travel agency.
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